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The economy of the hunter-gatherers from the Upper Paleolithic (UP) of western Europe 

is generally thought to have been based on the exploitation of land game. These animals were the 
main source of food and a major source of raw materials (e.g., Binford, 1968; Gamble, 1986). 
Marine and seashore resources, by contrast, appear to have had little or no importance in 
subsistence. As stressed by several authors (Poplin, 1983; Cleyet-Merle and Madelaine, 1995; 
Erlandson, 2001; Serangeli, 2003), this biased view of UP groups as "inland hunters" is first and 
foremost due to the Flandrian rise in sea level: the UP sites most likely to attest to the economic 
importance of the seashore are now under sea level. Some evidence found at inland sites—marine 
shells and depictions and faunal remains of marine fish, seals, auks, and cetaceans—do show that 
the seashore was regularly visited at that time (Serangeli, 2003). However, these remains are 
probably, almost in the literal sense, only the tip of a now submerged iceberg. 

The underrepresentation of marine resources is particularly striking when one considers 
the industry made of hard animal materials. While perforated marine shells represent a significant 
part of UP personal ornaments (Taborin, 1993), other occurrences of worked items of marine 
origin are blatantly rare. According to Sonneville-Bordes and Laurent (1983), Poplin (1983), 
Cleyet-Merle and Madelaine (1995), and Serangeli (2003), the worked artifacts from the UP sites 
of western Europe (Mesolithic excluded) comprise only five items of marine origin, all from a 
Magdalenian context: one perforated seal tooth at Las Palmas (Cleyet-Merle and Madelaine, 
1995), two at Isturitz (Passemard, 1924: Plate VI, 1944: Plate XXII), one at La Marche, and one 
carved sperm whale tooth at Le Mas d'Azil (Poplin, 1983). From the published data, it thus 
seems that shells were the only marine resource regularly exploited for industry (for ornaments, 
specifically) during the western European UP.  
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Recent reexamination of osseous material from the Magdalenian layers of the Isturitz cave 
(Pyrénées-Atlantiques, France) has shown this idea to be erroneous. Several artifacts have now 
been identified deriving from cetacean bone, most probably whale bone. As will be developed 
below, these artifacts demonstrate the existence of technical exploitation of whale bone, proving 
that the seashore was also a place where Paleolithic people gathered specific materials for 
producing weapons and tools.  
 
The archaeological setting  

The Isturitz cave is located at the northwestern end of the Pyrénées Mountains, 150 m 
above present sea level (Fig. 1). The two main chambers of the cave, the Grande salle and the 
Salle de Saint-Martin, yielded incredibly rich UP deposits that were excavated during the early 
and middle twentieth century (Passemard, 1924, 1944; Saint-Périer, 1930, 1936; Saint-Périer and 
Saint-Périer, 1952). Most of the archaeological material is curated in the Musée d'Archéologie 
Nationale (MAN, Yvelines, France). In the Grande salle, the excavators distinguished two 
Magdalenian layers, I/F1 (top) and II/E (bottom), corresponding respectively to the Upper and 
Middle Magdalenian phases (stratigraphic review in Pétillon, 2004a). In the Salle de Saint-
Martin, only one Magdalenian layer, SI/Eω, was identified and attributed to the Middle 
Magdalenian.  
 
Identification of the artifacts  

During previous research focused on the antler industry of layer I/F1 (Pétillon, 2004b, 
2006), I noted several osseous artifacts with unusual characteristics, described below. Having 
never met this material before, and misled by the fact that several of the artifacts had been 
published among antler tools (see Figure 38/3 and Plates III/5/10/11 and IV/27 in Saint-Périer, 
1930; see Figure 56 in Passemard, 1944), I mentioned them briefly as possibly being made of 
"antler of unusual structure" (Pétillon, 2004b: 112; 2006: 78). At the end of 2006, unsatisfied 
with this default attribution, I systematically searched for similar objects in the Isturitz 
Magdalenian material at MAN and came up with about 60 worked osseous rods, most of them 
fragmentary, coming from the three layers I/F1, II/E, and SI/Eω. This larger sample and a more 
thorough search for comparable published material led to the hypothesis that the artifacts were 
made of the bones of sea mammals.  

All of the artifacts were shown to Dr. F. Poplin from the Muséum National d'Histoire 
Naturelle, who gave an expert confirmation for the attribution of 57 specimens as cetacean bone, 
most probably whale bone (Table 1). Confirmative statements and a wealth of information also 
came from Drs. R. Campbell-Malone, M. Christensen, and A.V. Margaris.  
 
Raw material  

Antler and land-mammal bone are the two main materials used in UP osseous industry 
(Albrecht, 1977). Both are composed of compact and cancellous tissues, the transition from one 
tissue to the other being abrupt and easy to distinguish with the naked eye (Fig. 2a,b). The 
artifacts considered here present no such clear distinction. Their section shows a structure 
intermediate between that of compact and cancellous bone: compact bone enclosing relatively 
sparse trabeculae (Fig. 2c–h). The structure of the material is homogeneous: with few exceptions 
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(Fig. 2f), the trabeculae are rather evenly distributed and they never indicate a "spongy" side or 
end opposed to a "compact" one; they can be seen on all sides of the objects and across their 
entire length (Fig. 3). These features are never present on other osseous materials such as antler, 
bones of large and small land mammals, or ivory. But they are identical to those of artifacts made 
from cetacean bone represented in American collections (for a recent review and identification 
criteria, see Margaris, 2006). Indeed, the distinctive characteristics of cetacean bones are that they 
generally have no medullary cavity and, although surrounded by a cortical shell, are mostly 
composed of cancellous tissue (Felts and Spurrell, 1965; Buffrénil and Schoevaert, 1988; 
Campbell-Malone, 2007). This structure is interpreted as a specific adaptation to buoyancy in 
deep water (Taylor, 2000; Ricqlès and Buffrénil, 2001; Gray et al., 2007). On whole bones of 
cetaceans, the density of the cancellous tissue is variable, ranging from a very porous structure to 
a much denser tissue (see Fig. 18 in Felts and Spurrell, 1965). The Magdalenian specimens show 
that the denser parts were preferred for artifact manufacture.  

The original size of the osseous core is difficult to determine because almost all of the 
artifacts are fragmentary. However, despite this intense fragmentation, twelve of them (21.1%) 
are still more than 120 mm long. The longest specimen measures 250 mm and has an almost 
straight profile; it is broken at one end, but the fracture apparently did not occur near the original 
end of the object (the specimen is 12 mm wide and thick at the level of the fracture), which means 
it must have originally been much longer. For the whole sample, width and thickness average 11.9 
and 10.2 mm, respectively. Given these dimensions, it is most likely that the bones derive from 
large cetaceans (i.e. whales), as opposed to smaller species (dolphin, propoise). 

The trabeculae have a longitudinal orientation that is, in most cases, in line with the 
longitudinal axis of the artifact (Fig. 3). This orientation and the fact that all of the objects have a 
straight profile suggest that the bone came from the skeletal elements with an elongated shape, 
such as mandible, vertebral process, rib, radius, or ulna. It is not possible to be more specific 
because of the objects' high fragmentation and level of transformation.  

 
Typology and stratigraphic distribution  

Fragments of projectile points are the most numerous (25 specimens), and all come from 
Middle Magdalenian layers (Table 2; Table 3; Fig. 4a,b). The nine proximal fragments all display 
a simple, blunt base, which suggests hafting by insertion into a socket at the distal end of a 
projectile shaft (e.g., see Figure 3.11 in Knecht, 1993). One broken point fragment was perforated 
and recycled as a pendant (Fig. 4g). 

The 17 foreshafts form the second best-represented category (Fig. 4c,d). Each of the two 
nearly complete specimens has opposite double-beveled and forked ends. Morphometric study 
and experimental replication of similar antler foreshafts show that the beveled end was hafted to 
the projectile shaft, while the forked end was interlocked with the forked base of a projectile 
point (Pétillon and Cattelain, 2004; Pétillon, 2006). By analogy, 15 fragments could be classified 
as either proximal or distal foreshaft fragments. 

The stratigraphic distribution of the foreshafts is a complex matter. Almost all specimens 
from the Saint-Périer excavations (four of five) are from the Upper Magdalenian layer I/F1, while 
the majority of the specimens in the Passemard collection (nine of twelve) are from the Middle 
Magdalenian layer II/E. Although a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, a 
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comprehensive analysis of the stratigraphic distribution of the Magdalenian artifacts shows that 
this situation is probably due to an excavation mistake by Passemard: he apparently included 
part of the Upper Magdalenian material in the Middle Magdalenian layer (Pétillon, 2004a). It is 
therefore plausible that all foreshafts actually stem from the Upper Magdalenian.  

Three other artifacts from layer I/F1 and two from layer SI/Eω show traces of use as 
wedges (Fig. 4f): compression and blunting of the working edge, opposite to a striking platform 
with signs of percussion (crushing and chipping). Morphometric and technological evidence 
suggest that these wedges are not the result of a specific production sequence, but rather 
recyclings of foreshaft and point fragments selected for their large dimensions (Table 3).  

Finally, two fragments from layer II/E fit into the morphometric range of "half-round 
rods" (Fig. 4e). These implements present a particular cross section, with a flat side opposite a 
convex one, and were probably mounted in pairs to form a "bivalve" object with a biconvex cross 
section (Feruglio and Buisson, 1999; Rigaud, 2006).  

This typological survey shows that the large majority of the Isturitz whale-bone artifacts 
are related to hunting technology, especially projectile elements (points and foreshafts). The 
second point is that, at Isturitz, all types of whale-bone artifacts have numerous equivalents 
made of reindeer antler, showing similar typology and stratigraphic distribution (see inventory in 
Mujika, 1991).  
 
Discussion  

These artifacts reveal that the Magdalenians from Isturitz regularly exploited bone 
material of marine origin in their osseous industry, a technical trait previously unknown for the 
western European UP. The artifacts also represent the first non-ornamental use of a marine 
resource to be documented in UP groups. As stated above, this discovery sheds new light on the 
economic relationship of the Magdalenians with the now submerged seashore. However, it is not 
necessary to posit the existence of whaling techniques during the Magdalenian, since whale 
strandings would have provided an abundant material (Cleyet-Merle and Madelaine, 1995). 

The Isturitz cave lies east of the present Atlantic seashore, at a 40 km trip distance when 
following the easiest travel path along the valleys (Fig. 1). During the Middle and Upper 
Magdalenian (ca. 16,500–12,000 calBC), the sea level was between 100 and 80 m lower, but on 
this part of the coast, the seashore was likely not more than 10–15 km west of its present 
position (Thibault, 1979). During Magdalenian times, the nearest possible source of whale bone 
would therefore have been 50–60 km from the cave. This is not especially far compared to the 
long-distance procurement of some flint types (Simonnet, 1996) or the wide diffusion of marine 
shells into the interior parts of western Europe (Taborin, 1993).  

The number of artifacts made from whale bone is small compared to the hundreds of 
typologically similar antler items from the same layers. However, the important point is that, 
although rare, the artifacts made using whale bone are present in the entire Magdalenian sequence 
of the cave. These artifacts thus represent an industry in the whole sense of the term—that is, a 
technical tradition consistent through time and involving specific knowledge. 

Two questions concerning this industry remain to be addressed and can only be briefly 
brought up here. The first one is to determine the reasons why the Magdalenians chose this raw 
material to manufacture a portion of their projectile points, foreshafts, and wedges. If, as a first 
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approach, we consider only the intrinsic properties of the material—ignoring extrinsic factors 
such as economic availability, symbolic status, etc.—it appears that its large dimensions 
probably played a role: compared to antlers or to the bones of most land mammals, whale bones 
allow the manufacture of larger tools (Betts, 2007). The peculiar mechanical properties of whale 
bone must also be considered. Preliminary experimental results indicate that, compared to land 
mammal bones, whale bones are more resilient and thus more suitable for the manufacture of 
items subject to impacts (Scheinsohn and Ferretti, 1995).  For a detailed discussion, we refer the 
reader to the work of Margaris (2006), who analyzed Alutiiq assemblages in which whale bone 
was used to make comparable types of implements (projectile tips and woodworking wedges). 
As Margaris (2006) argued, further research on this topic should include extensive experimental 
replication and mechanical testing, as conducted on whale mandibular cortical and trabecular bone 
tissue in another study (Campbell-Malone, 2007).  

The second important question is to assess the extent of this technical tradition in time 
and space: are there whale-bone artifacts outside Isturitz? Do they exist before the Magdalenian? 
The identification of the Isturitz items more than 70 years after their recovery shows that, if 
similar artifacts exist in other collections, they are likely to have been misclassified as made of 
bone/antler from land mammals. One of the purposes of this paper is to bring to the attention of 
specialists in European Paleolithic osseous tools the possible occurrence of this unusual raw 
material.  
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Table 1. Number of whale-bone artifacts from the Isturitz Magdalenian layers in the Passemard 
and Saint-Périer collections at the MAN. Numbers in square brackets refer to specimens whose 
identification as whale bone is likely but not certain because of taphonomic problems (too 
fragmented, with concretions, altered surface, section not observable, etc.).  

Number of specimens  
Layer  Chamber  Magdalenian 

phase  Passemard  Saint-Périer  
I/F1  Grande Salle  Upper  4 [+1]  4 [+1]  
II/E  Grande Salle  Middle  18 [+5]  8 [+5]  

SI/Eω  Salle de St 
Martin  Middle  1  8 [+1]  

refitting I/F1 + II/E  Grande Salle  ?  0  1  

 TOTAL   23 [+6]  21 [+7]  

 
Table 2. Typological and stratigraphic distribution of the whale bone artifacts from the Isturitz 
Magdalenian layers.  
 I/F1  II/E  SI/Eω  refit. I/F1+II/E  

proximal fragments   8  1   
mesial fragments   7  5   projectile 

points  
distal fragments   3 1   
complete  2     
proximal fragments  1  7    foreshafts  

distal fragments  4  3    
complete  2     wedges  
distal fragments  1   2   

half-round rods   2    
unidentified rod fragments   6  1  1  
TOTAL  10  36  10  1  

 
Table 3. Dimensions of the typologically identified whale bone artifacts from the Isturitz 
Magdalenian layers (in millimeters). Given the scarcity of complete specimens, the length of the 
longest fragments gives an order of magnitude for the original length of some of the objects. On 
projectile points, width and thickness are always maximal at the juncture between the base and 
the mesial part; thus, these values were plotted only for the nine fragments where this segment 
was preserved. 

 
Number of 
specimens 

 fragments complete 

Mean 
width 

Mean 
thickness 

Length of complete 
specimens 

Length of the two 
longest fragments 

projectile points 25 0 13.5 11.3 NA 113.0; 138.9 
foreshafts 15 2 11.6 10.5 171.0; 171.5 182.5; 250.0 
wedges 3 2 14.0 13.0 127.2; 161.0 98.0; 128.6 
half-round rods 2 0 13.2 6.3 NA 75.3; 109.0 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the location of the Isturitz cave between the Pyrénées Mountains and the 
Atlantic Ocean. The "-100 m" limit shows the location of the Paleolithic seashore ca. 100 m 
under present sea level. 
 
Fig. 2. Cross-section views of an antler point fragment from Isturitz (a), a worked land-mammal 
rib fragment from Lespugue (b), and 6 whale-bone artifacts from Isturitz (c-h). On h, the dark 
triangular shape is sediment staining.  
 
Fig. 3. Detail of the surface of 4 whale-bone artifacts, showing the orientation of the trabeculae. 
The trabeculae can be seen on all sides of the objects, and across their entire length. a: proximal 
fragment of projectile point with simple, blunt base (layer II/E); b: foreshaft proximal fragment 
(layer II/E); c: wedge (layer I/F1); d: fragment of unidentified object (layer SI/Eω).  
 
Fig. 4. Whale-bone artifact types from the Isturitz Magdalenian. a: projectile point mesial 
fragment (layer SI/Eω); b: proximal fragment of projectile point with simple, blunt base (layer 
SI/Eω); c: foreshaft (layer I/F1); d: foreshaft distal fragment (layer I/F1); e: half-round rod 
fragment (layer II/E); f: wedge (layer I/F1); g: mesial fragment of projectile point recycled as 
pendant (layer II/E). b: same artifact as Fig. 2c; c: same artifact as Fig. 2g. 










